The solutions of second order linear recurrences with periodical coefficients are shown to obey Benford's law.
U n *2 = an,sun+j
where and (b a ) are given real sequences with a common period r, = a n and b n , r = b.
Linear recurrences of such type arise,e.g.,in the theory of continued fractions.lfw Is quadratic irrational,then the numerators and the denominators of the n-th convergent p/q of the continued fraction of u fulfil the relation (1) with b = I and a periodic positive integer sequence for k = 1,...,9 (cf.,e.g.,191 for a survey on Benford's law).The sequence (un) obeys Benford's law if and only if the sequence (lgIuI) is uniformly distributed mod I ,put lg 0 = I in this connection.For the uniform distribution mod I of sequences cf.,e.g., [6] .
In case of r = I, i.e., an = a and bn = b, the solutions (u n ) of (1) obey Benford's law under weak suppositions.This case was extensively treated in the literature (cf.,e.g.,[31 for a survey and [81).ln the following we shall show that the solutions (u 5,,) of (1) obey Benford's law also in the case r ) 1 by reducing this case to that of r = I As a corollary we obtain a -I that the numerators (p a ) and the denominators (q) of the n-th convergent Pn lqn of the continued fraction of a quadratic irrational w obey Benfords law. multiply the equations of (2) with the signed minors of the i-th column of the matrix of coefficients of (2) and after that sum up,then we obtain z, 21 = DZJ + ErZi for 0 ^ i:5 r-1 in generalization of (3).
3. Now we are in a position to formulate our main result. Proof: Since the sequences (z n ,) fulfil (S),they all obey Benford's law as well-known (cf.,e.g., [3] ).But then the sequence (un) obeys Benford's law, likewise I
Remarks: i.If we set A0 = 0,A 1 = 1,B0 = lB 1 = O,then we get from (4)
for i a 2-Thu Proof: The sequences (p ) and (q ) satisfy recurrences of type (I) with b ,, = I and positive integers a n The case r = I being treated in [3: Theorem 3.11 we can restrict to that of r> 1.But then Dr a 3 according to Remark 1. Therefore the roots (6) (6) are real and irrational.lf X, = l0 p1q with integers p and q,then X' = 10" must be an integer which is an obvious contradiction,apply the binomial theorem I S. Finally we shortly treat the case of complex conjugate roots of (6 ) Proof: Apply Corollary 2 in [8] or Theorem 2.1 in [3] 1
